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Preface
This volume collects papers presented at the 26th Annual Conference on Mathemat-
ical Foundations of Programming Semantics (MFPS XXVI), held on the campus of
the University of Ottawa, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, from Thursday, May 6 through
Monday, May 10, 2010.
The MFPS conferences are devoted to those areas of mathematics, logic, and
computer science that are related to models of computation, in general, and to the
semantics of programming languages, in particular. The series particularly stresses
providing a forum where researchers in mathematics and computer science can meet
and exchange ideas about problems of common interest. As the series also strives to
maintain breadth in its scope, the conference strongly encourages participation by
researchers in neighboring areas.
The MFPS XXVI Program Committee members are:
Ulrich Berger (Swansea, UK) Stephen Brookes (CMU, USA)
Venanzio Capretta (Nottingham, UK) Vincent Danos (Edinburgh, UK)
Thomas Hildebrandt (ITU Copenhagen, DK) Achim Jung (Birmingham, UK)
Guy McCusker (Bath, UK) Catherine Meadows (NRL, USA)
Paul-André Melliès (Paris 7, FR) Michael Mislove (Tulane, USA)
Peter O’Hearn (Queen Mary London, UK) Prakash Panangaden (McGill, CA)
Catuscia Palamidessi (INRIA, FR) Brigitte Pientka (McGill, CA)
Benjamin Pierce (Penn, USA) Davide Sangiorgi (INRIA & Bologna, IT)
Vladimiro Sassone (Southampton, UK) Andrea Schalk (Manchester, UK)
Philip Scott (Ottawa, CA) Peter Selinger (Dalhousie, CA), Chair
Benoît Valiron (LIG Grenoble, FR)
The program committee selected 18 papers for presentation at the meeting. Each
submitted paper was reviewed by 3.2 referees and program committee members, on
average. Regrettably a number of papers could not be accepted for lack of space in
the conference program.
The following gave invited, plenary talks at the meeting:
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Amal Ahmed (Indiana) Martín Escardó (Birmingham)
Cédric Fournet (Microsoft, Paris) Pieter Hofstra (Ottawa)
Jean Krivine (PPS, Paris 7) Keye Martin (NRL)
In addition, there were ﬁve special sessions:
• A special session on Logic and Logic and Category Theory, led oﬀ by Pieter
Hofstra’s plenary lecture. The session was organized by Richard Blute and Philip
Scott (Ottawa), and included talks by Masahito Hasegawa (RIMS, Kyoto), Brian
Redmond (Calgary), Steve Awodey (CMU), and Richard Garner (Cambridge).
• A special session on Security, held in conjunction with Cédric Fournet’s plenary
talk. It was organized by Catherine Meadows (NRL) and Michael Mislove (Tu-
lane), and included talks by Catherine Meadows, Michael Mislove and by Anupam
Datta (CMU).
• A special session on Domain Theory, led oﬀ by Martín Escardó’s plenary lecture,
and organized by Dr. Escardó. The session included talks by Ana Calderon (Bath),
Matthias Schröder (Universität der Bundeswehr, Munich), and Sanjeevi Krishnan
(NRL).
• A special session on Systems Biology in conjunction with Jean Krivine’s plenary
talk, organized by Dr. Krivine. The speakers included Eric Mjolsness (UC Irvine)
and by Jérôme Feret (INRIA).
• A special session in memory of Robin Milner, who passed away on March 20,
2010. This session included commentaries about Robin’s contributions to the
MFPS community by Robert Harper (CMU) and Samson Abramsky (Oxford).
Additionally, there was a series of Tutorial Lectures on Model Checking and Veriﬁ-
cation, organized by Prakash Panangaden (McGill), that included talks by Stephen
Brookes (CMU), Amy Felty (Ottawa), Joël Ouaknine (Oxford), Prakash Pananga-
den, and James Worrell (Oxford).
The conference also included a session of short talks by graduate students, with
talks by Sophia Knight (McGill), Rory Lucyshyn-Wright (York), Johnny Feng (NRL
and Tulane), and Octavio Malherbe (Ottawa).
After the conference, we oﬀered all invited speakers and participants of special
sessions the opportunity to contribute to these proceedings. We are pleased and
grateful that so many of them accepted our invitation.
It remains for us to thank all authors and speakers, the organizers of special
sessions, the program committee, and the external referees for their contribution to
the success of the conference. We also would like to thank the U.S. Oﬃce of Naval
Research, and especially Dr. Sukarno Mertoguno and Dr. Ralph Wachter, for their
continued support of the MFPS series.
The MFPS Organizers are Stephen Brookes (CMU), Achim Jung (Birmingham),
Catherine Meadows, Michael Mislove, and Prakash Panangaden. The local arrange-
ments for MFPS XXVI were overseen by Rick Blute and Phil Scott (Ottawa).
Michael Mislove
Peter Selinger
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Dedication
These Proceedings are dedicated to the memory of Robin Milner, who died unex-
pectedly on March 20, 2010. Robin gave several invited addresses at MFPS over the
years, the ﬁrst in 1989, when he introduced the π-calculus to the MFPS community,
and the last in 2000, when MFPS honored him on his 65th birthday year. While his
talks at MFPS were invariably about concurrency, the inﬂuence of his work in type
theory and functional programming is also deeply felt. The MFPS community will
miss Robin’s inspiring research and his gentle and encouraging nature.
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